THE “WOODS”
WE ALL KNOW

Hollywood
66%

IT NOT ONLY CREATES JOBS FOR;

BIG NAMES

taking precedence
OVER WELL TOLD

- Actors
- Directors
- Dolly grips
- Stunt doubles

STORIES
With Audience

Most populous
ﬁlmmaking
countries in
the world

US
st
1

To jakarta

From New Jersey

Hollywood plays a key part of the

of Hollywood Movies
have a budget over

BUT IT ALSO CREATES HUGE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR OTHER
INDUSTRIES LIKE,

economy and politics of the U.S
Contributing

$1,000,000 $51billion

- Restaurants for staﬀ to eat in.
- Equipment provider for cameras, lenses
and grips
- Make-up artists.

TO THE ECONOMY

Bollywood makes

$4.5B

Lavish productions
cost less than

Bollywood

while serving a
population target of

Produces

1.3B 1,000

YEARLY

$1,000,000

Movies yearly

Productions in less
than a month at a
cost of

Nollywood

Produces

2,000

Stories are purely Nigerian

They are about
Nigerian people,

$20,000

Movies yearly

Hallyuwood

are the Top Producers
of Cultural products
in the world

Nigeria

Doing Nigerian
things

The Korean government
invested money,
and encouraged the
industry

BOLLYWOOD GREW BY

Critics say the success
isn’t driven by strong
artistic merit or
human-impact storyline

27% IN 2017

AND IT’S STILL GROWING

$2

Every Nigerian
who can aﬀord
a $2 DVD has
the opportunity
to be a patron

NOLLYWOOD GREW

AND GREW
Nollywood’s audience isn’t too fussed about high
production value and original storylines

in 2020, Parasite, a
Korean ﬁlm with
subtitles...yes, WITH
SUBTITLES, won the
Oscar for best picture.
The game was changed

Storyline
takes
center stage

4X
Hallyuwood
grew by 4X in the
last

15 years

Audience

The rest wood
Hollywood

Way Forward

Bollywood
Hallyuwood
Nollywood

TARGET HOME AUDIENCE
or you can think big and aim for
the stars. Woops, sorry, the world
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What do we need for East
Africa to aim for the world?

So what can other aspiring
‘woods’ do to emulate the
success of these major players?

Don’t scrimp on production. This is the
single most important thing.
A movie or series needs to be on point with
the latest cinematographic trends.

Films need to be visual. What do all the international blockbusters

It needs to be ﬂawlessly

that come from outside of the US have in common? They are

produced, to international

visually stunning and use the camera to the best of its ability.

standards

Dialogue alone isn’t going to win an Oscar for best picture.

The country needs to get behind it. Politicians. Ambassadors.
Celebrities. Inﬂuencers. Nigeria’s president called
Nollywood the country’s ‘shining light’. Korea’s politicians
introduced quotas for screening of domestic ﬁlms.

Actors
Film Directors
Dolly grips
Stunt doubles

But also make-up artists
Sound engineers
And digital marketers.
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We need talent, and it needs
to be groomed, encouraged,
and resourced.
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And we, as individuals, consumers,
decision-makers, mentors and
legislators need to do our part to
encourage this talent to thrive.

We need incubators and accelerators
for good ideas and talented young
artists full of potential.

E N CO UR AG E
TA L E N T

I N CU BATOR S
ACCELER ATOR S

02
We need to own our stories, and
tell them in a way that makes
everybody look and listen.

OWN OU R
STOR I ES

6th

04
Good ideas, well executed, with
a professional team, secure
investment and screen time.

SECU R E
INVE ST M E NT

